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ith the sub ;ct.1 Med lne aud Private_Health
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by tie Agency for International DeVelopment pravide AID advisors and
national health officials isdevelop04
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Generally, an assess-
-n-

ons in forig$ aid togs also lack mhadplogical onsistenc This
asse$sment manua therefore, : _ I for p orm4g iodigenous
,medicine plannin It providesa-cOndeptuaI and methodological'Iradework for

-,-. .

pseby the analystand polici:Olanneritor ale development= and utilisation of
-indigenous personnel. In th manual,- kuidelines are piovided:fornisessing
thOindi enous medical system,dhe private sector in health carein_terms

_--,-

developed:

Assessment of use patterns of characteristics of.users, circurn scances_
and frequency of use, and types of serviceb used.

The quality, quantity, meaning, and importance of various available'.
,health---services-too-users-.

Assessment of ways of combining integrating, or developing complimentarity
---between-indigenous edicine-and he-private-sector-;--

--The indigenous ';iilems remain eno -sly important as providers of medical care,
not-only in the villages, but -n the cities. They contribute substantially
to the cumulative impact of hea -h care systems in developing countries. The

tradi_tionaLttedicaLaystezia_-6-entaany-----being-erclecroately-sermSy----
Western medicine, in addition tofilling 0'4 vacuum created by the shortage
of Western- trained manpower and the high cost of training. These functiond
are both-psychological and socioldgical, and they differ somewhat .between_s

-:.--traditidn417i&Cleies and those undergoing the dislocations of rapid urbanftation-
and modernization:; They include the'forlowing:

.%

l.- Relief of stress_ and anxiety caused_hy_the uncertainties of illness`. By
treating the " "whole personality" and by viewing health as.a complex,
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served by healers serving recent urban migrants in the =eem
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insimikidg the trauma ofli:rinItural change; e traditional heae
as "culture 'brzke'r." Traditional healers,help to.main_tain th04
personality integration of the ,rural migrant I n a i_b-affitng uftan.
milieu by,intertuting illness in fa,miliar terms-land by exhibiting
familiar behavioral, linguistic and attitudinal" iatterns. AO the
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. ....-----b--AlieViatingperionaVbt ess,rdaulting from social organization,
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. Inadequately pireparedand disadvantagedUsly located, howe'er, migrants
--commenlylkairto attain their as rations.
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c rthe diverse functions of- traditio-nal al as
as in urban societies as discussedAbove -it is that =it'
survivedn spite-of the increasingly successful onslaughts pfOodern
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are associated, the matial-in this -t should not beiconsqued-e_crieflect
the official pblidy of any agency-Or organizar It hhould be em sized
that the present Work makes no aim -to being comprehensive in thelideld of
ALZW*14:_ ci r eppattipn ts_
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mulusuLl is intended to assist,heelth ,.glenners to assess the Cep
and impact of health' care- provided outside of the public sector in

developing countries. _This inclUdee.individual and familikl health care,
igenans practitioners, and individuals trained in the Western medical

tradition who are in private practice. Guidelines, are provided foi-assessing
the indigenous medical systems and the private sector in hi'alth care in termsof: -

sent of use patterns by characteristics of users, + ircumstanc -s
and frequency of typei of services used.,
The m nis g an&importance:Of

variouSalailable-health Services
users.

_at_ g, or devel
comp mentariV between indigenous medicine,, the privet
_publicall jinanted and administered health service.

ormat of the Manual

sector,

The r emainder_nf,
tionl_deOcribea-th4-natEfication-for- ant

7--publically administetedhealth services when 'conducting a health _c r
assessment. It examines problems in the application of Western medicine,

.

crosseatural_varietions-in-pereeptionsof-health-and-Illnesia,--and-the
importance of private Western oriented and indigenous practAtioners. Section
II of this manual is entitled "Health Seeking-Behavior.? It summarizes our
knowledge_ on health belief

_systems_around_tLe_morld,on-ladigenouspealth --
practitioners, and on Western-oriented private practitioners. -It also

patterns
. ,discusses health decision-making patterns and health services utilization

patterns which exist in various _forms in different culturet.!_It_is-intended-
to give a sense of, the potential range of beliefs and praCtices which a user

8-6414
ow-thea-e-bellW-aiaIi4lilai may

luence program impact.

Chapter III `discusses the question of social or cultural'chenge in general,
"stut----thetonrrovettryeiireemidieg- thiaitegrat ion of public, Western oriented
private, and indigenous health sectors in the planning ina single health
program. The issues aqd the solutions will vary from Country to country, so
the diverae-axguments-are explored in Same detail.

Chapter IV provides varies methodologies for the assessment of the private
and Indigenous health sectors'. These are mainly geared to what can -be done by._.
--few-people-with-tew-resodreet-,-altheUgh the poisibility-of large scale
reeearch'is,also discussid.

C. Problems in the Application of Western Medicine =

"Large numbers of the world's people, perhaps mo e:then half, have no access
to healthcare at all, and for many of the'rest, die care they receive,does

---not-answer-the-grobIems-they-hsve7"(Bryant-17969The _act thsgt the
'technology Its to solve many, if not most, of the world's health problems,
this statement was essentially accurate in 1969 and remains so ten years



later. mss _for this include factors_such as poverty, educational lever
national resources, standaida of living and many others which are beyond dhe
bcope of this7manuml.- povewer, the relationship ''between poverty 'and ill
ealth-is-neither-inevitab_ -noremivera

Onereason for the fkilure of WAera,medicine to benefit the entile world is
that It has often been introduced with the assumption that if you have a
technological' solution to a problem, _people will use it., In fact, technolOgY
is often rejected or misapplied 4e_r_a variety of reasons. 11'wo of these were
described in an article entitled "Walth Action in.Cross-Cultural
Perspettiia.Z "The fallacy of the empty vessel is the assumption that nothing
exists in the =way of health beliefs. end behavior until the arrival of Western
medicine, 'which is then gratefully received." The "fallac

Ti. genous ea e s an_ practices exist, but
states that they aria root comparable to Western professional health practices,
and are therefore rust viable as professional alternatives (Polgar 1961).
wptibe demonstrated later on in this manual, not onl do indigenous beliefs
and .practioners exists in nearly ill societies, they perform many useful
functions. 14%

VariationS of Health and Illness

Anotherreaeopit_is_impqrreetro_examine indigenous7medieaLbeliefs and --
Neystems is that there are cross - cultural differencesOin the approaches to the
definitions of health and illness: As a result, people from different
cultures declare themselves ill (or are declared ill) at different points in a
CentinuuM-WhiCh ranges from no symptoms to very severe symptoms This leads
to differences in the timing of resort to health practitioners.

The- eres-"indigenoo_ -and'Western" es-used-here-have-been-dellberatay and
carefully chosen,_ '!IndiReno s" -etera
and systems, in accordance with the connotation "of the culture" or "withlei
the culture." Terme like "primitive," "native," and "traditional" have been
rejected, because they frequently are used pejoratively to'mean "not as good":

tov_illestera-cultere.--01-eourse;eey-new-label-mai-in
timeand. with use take on the negative connotations of old labels if the
structure of the relationship between theme who use it and its denotation does
not change. There is some evidence that this relationship is beginning to
change:--there-is-no-Stientifie Or practical basis for assuming that Western
medicinejs appropriate all of the time, a fact that is acknowledged by many
of its practitioners. Western medicine has more efficient techniques for
solving some kinds of health problems than othere.- For examples,medical
problems related to stress may respond better toindigenous treatment which
supplies Social and emotional support'to the patient. While Western medicine
might also be described as :'indigenous" to Western cultdre, the distinction
between the two terms seems clear .enough when they are used together.
"Western" was chosen instead of "moder"because'of the many modern aspecth of
medical systems outside the Western one, which in turn is characterized by
some'very ancient principles and practices.

InfaCt,nosinglesystemcanbedeseribedestern" pedicine, which is
largely derived from both European and American practices. Moreover', only
relatiyely receRkly (the past 50 years) has thiamedicine had a formal

, ':eetentific"J5aeis in that it has been able to- systematically understand many
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diseases and price what Dubos, tails "the magic bullets of medicine ' e.g.,
antibiotics and other "wonder drugs" (Dubos 1959, Rosenfield 1977). .In a
short period of=time, Western medicine has. come to dominate many.of the
responses to health and illness throughout the world ( Dubos 1959)._Becauseof

----thtti-doneltutriortt-the-rt is a tendency torforget that Western medicine develcipkd
in the context of Western culture, whitkplaces a great importance on science
In contrast to social stability, familyrelg-Mtonships, and individual
psychosocial needs. The cultural orientation toward the scientific influences
its perception of disease "Disease" is what physicians.hnd biologiits define
and'study. The ile medical.complex in Western nations including knowledge,
practices, organi Lion, and social roles can be 1. termed- biomedicine" (Fabrega"
1975); This cultu- persists in the face of the eality recognized by
every practitioner that medicide still has a great "seat cf the pants" o hrt
component.

A .

One example of this is that rddical mastectomies were performed for many years
before any careful epidemiological research emerged to how that less drastic
techniques were equally effettive in most eases. The bulk of standard Western
medical practice has not been -developed or even validatedscientifically,-but
has arisen out `of an immediate need situationsomeone's Informed-Impression
or interested hunch. Medical training involves.an apprenticeship where skills
and information are paised from one individual to the.other, on the basig of
what has worked for 0V-senior practitioner as well as onscientific evidence
when it exists. LaCet, information is shared informally and anecdotally among
colleagues. For example, obstetrical residents were overhsard.in a heated_ -

discussion truer which kind of stitch to use to rephir a vaginal tear after
childbirth, but no one was able to cite any research on the topic. -.All were
arguing on an experiential losis.' Notwithstanding, biomedicind he's diffictilty
in recognizing, and treating, what it cannot `measure "sciehtifically," even'
though what it can and does measure is continually expanding. A few years-
ago, nauAea in pregnancy was considered a psychosomatic problem, and was
interpreted as a womb's poor psychological adjustment or subconscious
rejection of her unborn child. Recently, biomedical researchers have learned
.that such nausea correlates with_higherretentionAgf_theA:rtegnancv.. Now_that__
science can measure hormonal changes and associate them with morning sickness,
it ia seen os. positive occurrence (the'pregnancy is "taking well") rather that
a psychological problem on the woman's part.

In contrast to Western biomedicine, most indigenous medical,systema do not
make the sharp distinction between measurable deviance from expected
biolOgical functioning, and not feeling well. Indigenous medipine often
defines illness (as distinct from disease) in the social sense, as
interference with normal social behavior and the ability of the individual to
function. Thus the, definition of illness is more encompassing, or_holistic,
than disease, which represents merely changes that can be measured within a
narrow biophysical framework. Interestingly-*enough, th official United
Nations definition of health, which describes health a_ a state of physical,
mental, and so al well-being and not merely the abse -e of illness, mirrors
this definitio common to so Many indigenous medical systems.

Indigenous 7_ icine also differs from Western biomedicine _n that the poshible
causes of theisease may include problems or imbalances in the supernatural
realc4 body imbalances, strong emotions, and the like. Beliefs about illness
causation often form effective social controls when illness is the supposed

13



outcome of deviant behavior. Frequently illness, health maintenance,
religion, and social,relations arel.intimately interwoven.
Indisputably, Western adomedicine:has made4major contributions to wor d
health, and many of its techniquee are Merl:laving There area however,
problems thii-Ii-hanfailed to solve--becausejt has not recognized them as-

'problems or considers them low priority (such as.many aspects of preventive
care), or because'they are defined and diagnosed by-another cultural system.
If, for example, the indigenous system recogniz4scertain symptom
conatellations as defining an illneiwAhat is'not recognized by the Western
system, the WeiternItrained practitioners may discount them as mere

_usuperstitionsIllness, health Maintenance, religion, and social relations
maybe intimately interwoven in-any culture. Whereas this is as true for
"Western" culture as it ie tor- others, Western "scientific" medicine often
ignores this most important reality. The fact is, indigenous medical beliefs
and practices thatare ignored by Western practitioners play important roles
'in the Control'of social deviance and continual search for social
equilibrium. Inappropriate behavior, such as transgression of sexual norms,
(adultery)*or social norms (being rude to one's elders) may be punished by
illness (through the.work of deity or of a human with apacial powers).
Appropriate behavior is seen as a preventive'measure, but if illness occurs in
any case, then it might have been worse without the good behavior. In other
relationships between illnpas and social equilibrium,'illness permits an
outlet for frustration or eccentricity. For example, women in Latin America
are seen as being more snseeptible co "nerves." When thin condition is
diagnosed, the subsequent.attentian may far 0relieve ass which
forced the woman ta-manifest the symptoms of withdrawal, depression, and lack
of appetite. Within its own setting Western medicine also has social control
-functions, and the norms that it upholds are Western middle and upper class,
primarily Anglo norms. For example, !n the U.S,, both the patient and the
practitioner often blame the patient for an illness. Tension, overwork, poor
eating habits and lack of exercise are all among behaviors which are
attributed to many illnesses, some with a scientific basis, some not. The
individual who behaves according 'to all these norms-is seen as warding off
ii ins p . In a_senia. thena Western,trained_practicitioner_working-in-a_non
Western setting is dealing with a conflict or norms.. Beliefs about human
behavior that are implicit in his approach to medicine are not a part of the
reality of the patient population. The result is a dissonant situation in
which the Western practitioner attempts, on the basis of 'his or her
expectations, to make the patient conform to a health belief system that the
patient does not share.

Western and Indigenous Practices

All this complicated by the fact that scientific knowledge is only a part of
Western medicine. It is of little use in itself as separate from thepeople
whose health it aims to 4mprove. The biomedicial system can be said to'
include practich, organizations, and social roles in addition to knowledge.
Knowledge, then, is applied to the individual through a delivety system that
could hardly be described as value free, As the sciensols translated into
the art of medicine, many of the cultural values of its practitioners are
incorporated into the delivery of, health care. Individuals from diverse
cultures trained as Western practitioners cannot help but absorb some of the
accompanying values, Which may inhibit their perception of some of the
realities and needs of the non-Western population they serve. In addition,

14
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practitioners are often members of the upper4socioeconomic strata and dominant
ethnic group in their area of operation. Because of these differences,
numerous points exist where the beliefs and needs of the lent population
and those of the Western-oriented praCtItLanera_fall to _-- acids_

Not surprigingly, private practitioners have a strong incentive to be in tune
with existing indigenous beliefs and practices since their liveliho6d depends
on a satisfied clientele. Public sector programs do not always have this
incentive, which is sometimes reflected in a lack of response cultural and
individual expectations. Thus, both the Western-oriented private and
indigenous sectors may provide important alternative sources of health care.

F. Problems in the DeliVery of Western Health Services

Another major reason for Assessing the indigenous and private health sectors
is that:the public sector May have difficulty in reaching all the population
of country. Many developing countries have large rural areas which are not -

easily accessible, and where any Western type practitioners (doetors,.nurses
trained nurse Midwives, dentists) are not comfortable living because the
standards of living, educational system, and other similar factor-:is cannot
compete with those in urban areas. As a result, public sector health care is
sometimes set up with a referral system. However, this system depends on V40
scarce resources: rapid and affordable transportation, and time to invest in
obtaining health care. The distribution of Western practitioners, who are
concentrated in the_urban_areaa*_combined_eith-the-ineff-itieney-of

transportation, means that rural patients must invest a great deal of time to
obtain modern health care. The shorpige of money, which results in, few and
often understaffed clinics, has the same effect. There has been a myth in
international health planning that,

....the pdorer the person and 411e greater his need, the more time he will
have available to wait in cl 41, bring children to health centers,- make
repeated 'Visits, or attend le res and demonstrations (M S. Scrimshaw,
1974:790

_

o

In fact, the opposite is true. This has been responsible for many failures in
progans of modern health care. For instance, in a village in South India,
most women are forced by economic necessity to work up to the eighth or ninth
month of pregnancy; they "are too busy to be able to come once a week and
spend half a day or more waiting in the clinic" (Djurfeldt and Lindberg,
1975:209). In Peru, a lack of time on the part of some housewives interacted
with cultural factors to prevent adoption of water boiling, a seemingly simple
preventive health measure (Wellin, 1955:86-90).

Modern physicians and government spending for health care are concentrated in
the urban areas in the less-industrialized countries (Spirg!1967:148)
(Sharpston 1976:26). This concentration is partly due to political factors.
Many of the physicians are employed in large, well-equipped hospitals. These
urban hoppitals are built for several reasons. One is identifiability.
Identifiability refers to the exiInt to which an effect can be ascribed to a
particular decision-maker. It Ls politically expedient that improvements in
health be high4Y identifiable. For many of the pervasive health problems in
developing countries -- malaria, diarrheal diseases-and trachoma; for example---
the most effective approach might be a preventive one. But preventive)tethods.



have a very low identifiability. Curative methods have much higher
identifiability and will therefore be preferred by political decision-makers'
(Raiffa at al., 1977:73).. Another reason is the fact thht Western coitntrieaf

...Latten-provide-money-for-tiesIth-Caref-and-in-sdditlon-ra-the-desire-for---
identifiability, the donors often have the Western orientation toward curative
health care and medical technology. A third reason is the relatively, great
political and economic influ-ences of the high socioeconomic groups. Thebe
largely urban groups are much more important in determining health care
priorities than their needs warrant. Their health problems resemble those
characteristic of the developed countries, being mostly the "chronic' and
degenerative diseases typical of later life," such as heart disease and cancer
(Sharpston, 1976:26). These diseases are generally treated by curative
methods involving a high degree of medical technology.

All these influences, which also operate in the industrial nations,-.,tend to

0-educe curative high-technology medicine centered in the larban areas. It has
been argued that these forms of health care "have frequently served to
dissipate scarce local resources and skilled-manpower, and were of

._

general
benefit to the countries" (MeMichael, 1926:7). While this-is putting:it
strongly, certainly mare equitable didtribution oft facilities andfphyeicians,
and perhaps. are greater emphasis on prevention, would be more effective -in
raising the-general level of health.

Private and_ indigeno -t r_t_of-th4s
effort. Although it is difficult to estimate the relatiVe use of privat and
public health care, a study of the allocation of resources for health ca e in
Pe: estimates the monies spenton health care are evenly divided begfeen
pu is and private resources. The private payments.represent paymenaby rural
and urban poor to traditional healers and those paid by the wealthy (5 to 10
percent of the population) for the resources of the private medical sector.
In addition, Lima, the principal urban center, And the surrounding areas,
contain about 20 percent of the national population and 65 percent of all the

-physicians-tRoemer-1977:217-219Y.---AlthoUgh-major-e&tegortes-of:gradUating
health -profesionals in Peru are legally obligated to work in medically
undersetved communities for periods of up to one year ,after their graduation,
few stay in such areas after their required term of service.

C. Summary

To summarize, the major reasons for including the indigenous and private
health sectors in they health sector assessment of a country are that

1. The population has deeply ingrained and functional health beliefs and
behaviors which must be considered and accomodated when Western medical
technology is introduced.

2. Because of differing definitions of health and illness and the treatment
of illness the Western medical system may not supply all the medical needs
of a population as defined by both that population and modern health
Planners.

3. 'Mihimally accessible rural populations with poor infrastructures are not

suited for highly trained practitioners with Western medical values, and
for health service deliveTy systeMs designed lor urban of Western
settings.
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CHATTER II. HEALTH SEEKING BEHAVIOR

ndigenouq Health Roaated _Belief ,Sxattms*

A medical'System is seen as "embracing all of the health promoting beliefs and
actions and 'scientific knowledge and skills of the members of the group.; that
subScribe to the system" (Foster and Anderson 1978:36). Medical dYstems can
be broken down into two subsystems for the purpose of Analysis:

1. A diseasethaolnyiltml, which "embraces beliefs about the nature 01
health, the. causes of illness, and the remedies and other cuttpg
techniques..."(Foster and Anderson 1978-:37). It,is a conceptual system
which deals with classifications, explanation, and cause and effect.

2. A health care syam, which is the way a society ._mobilizes the resources
of the patient, his or"her family, and the society to bring them to bear
on the problem (Fter arid Anderson 1978:37). It involves the interaction
of two people, _h patient and the curer.

This distinction is particularly useful in situations where more than one
medical system exists, as is the case in most developing count-ries.% When this
distinction is made. it.is possible, for example, ,to allow. people to retain
elements of an indigenous disease theory system while 'adding a Westernized
component to their health care's stem.

'Universal of Medidal S stem

Some universal aspects medical systems Are described below.**

I. _Medical S em are inte,ral gat of culture: The major institutions in
every culture are related to each Other and support each'other. For
axamplev_in many, cultures disease beliefs are an integral part of religion
and/or magic. In many parts of the world displeasing a supreme deity
(Cod) .-44.-.thought-to_bring-abootillIness,-and-the-deiryfs-help-is-sought-in
the curing process (prayer). In addition, social institutions are
reflected in the roles of curers and their relations to patients. For
example, in many Latin American communities the midwife must be an older
women, who cannot be criticized for being out late at night as would
happen with a younger woman.

* This section of this manual draws on the .Literature review done by Flog
InC. on the "Sociocultural Factors that Affect Health Care Delivery in
Developing Countries." The users of this manual may wish to refer to that
literature review.for more detail, and to the manual entitled "Sociocultural
Factors in the Aisessment and Planning of Health Care Delivery Systems in
Developing Countries." (International Health Planning Methods Series, Vol.
ffice"of International Health,

These are based on discussions by Fos
4

and. Anderson (1978:39 7).



ine- 'and_Health_are cultural defined: As discussed in the sector of
I -C of this manual,-illness is defined differently in different cultures.
The.Sada set of symptoms may, be viewed as 'a health problem in one setting

faa_rxtrutal-i,irl,ancither-.---One -example-of -till 9-1s-worms4a-scari in--
children. In many parts of the worth, it is assumed that all children
have worms. In Latin America, it is .believed Wet children .get worms
frOm candy. In another instance, parts of Africa where schistosomiasis.,
a parasite which invades blodd vessels in the bladder area (in' other
'religions the parasite hbs adapted to other sites within the body) -"is
common, blood in ,the'trine.of men is not considered abnormal, but is

' referred to as "Male menstruation." (See the manual on Sociocultural
Factors for additional details on this subject).
All .medical s-stems have reventive and eur&tive Odes:). Prevention may
range from a red bracelet 9,11 a child to ward off the Evil eye.to a small-
pox.vaceination7\but the concept is there in most cases. However,. the
Western medical system relies heavily on the institutional and gpvern-
mebtal measures, sufiLli as a potably water sygtem, as well ag-individual
measures, AlthoWMPther Systems such as the-Chinese (in both ancient and
modern time) have had institutionally based health pare, in many societies
."Rreventive75116dicine consists of personal acts rather than legal functions,
personal` beha'l.rior that follows logically from disease causation Coneeptt.
which, by explaining, why a person fall's ill, simultaneotsly teach what must
4e-done to avoid illness (Foster and Anderson 1978:41). If illness can be
caused byan,envious neighbor_resorttng to _thcn_it
conceal-your assets from your neighbors,,or-to.share your wealth through

.,donations to religious fenivals and similar coilmunity activi't e.
Medical s stems have riul 1- functions: .Because medical systegas have
usually develdped within a specific culture, they often,serVe a number of
functions in that society besides the'obvious one.

a. A- disease theory systemprovides a ration' for treatment: If a
Haitian healer says an i- llhess is due to the neglect of an ancestor's
_property,-you L-fix_up_the-proper.ty,If-a-blood-test-shows A
is administered. ,

f
b. A disease 'theory system explains "why ": In most societies patients

are concerned with.vwhy tt6y fell 'ill, and .how to prevent future.'
illrrs.ses. Disease causalitylsystems provide an explanation.

,

c. Disease theory systems often play a powerful role in sanctioning
and supporting social and moral cultural norms: In many societies,.
including in the Judeo-Christian tradition, illness has been explained
as punishmnt for sin or wrong-doing. Repentance and appropriate
behavior are needed-to end the illnessiand prevent future recurrences.

d.' A disease theory system m y provide*the, rationale-for c6nversation

iir

practices: In many cult es, the world is seen-as being in a balance.
and the healer works to estore the balance. In one Mexican Indian group
a hunter who killed .too many deer was punished with the loss of his soul
(Foster and Andersom1978.:45). .-

e. A.disease theory may serve to control aggression: Sex differences in e

the instances of "susto" (magical fright leading to illness) in a Mexican
village reveal thA susto is much more frequent among women, who have -

fewer emotional outlets than the men. Women have a tighter set.of role
expectations and fewer way' of relieving anxiety than do :pen in this
society. Ry\getting susto, women are relieved of some of their



reffp6nsibilitied for a time, and get more attention, hus seducing
tension (O'Neil and Selby 196 ).

. The nationalistic' role of indigenous medicine Just as the Western
-I"world Ok proud WIts:medicalchiovementA.,-Many_othet_nations-have------

UsIctiAle pri-de in a rich medical system? Among the more important
non-Western medical systems.are ancient and modern,Chinese medicine,
Hindu, AyurveHic, and Moslem Unani. Tibbi medical systems. 7

Ethmomedicine(Indi enousMedica d
s About D eas ,Causation

-17 .

The process of understanding diseaSh
.
Ays ems within societies is called

,

ethnomedicineby anthropolOists Anthropologisti make a distinction between
the system, as viewed from the per'Spectiire of, the culture and the system'as
viewed frOm the outside. The wotdiemic is u-ed to describe the insider's, the
word etic the outsider's. For tsOmple,an em 1 explanation for pOst-partum
infection may he thatlIcold entered the uterus!_uring, childbirth: An etic
explanation is that hitmful germs entered the_uterui_during ot'sodn-after-
childbirth. If the insider and tile outsider could agree on preVentive
measures, the different beliefs about causation would not matter.. What
follows Is a list of types of emic Views of health and illnessiftom around theworld. It is unlikely that any one medical system would incorpOrate all the
tyees.

10,--Bod A- o ea we ght, and other phySicAl
aspects vary with the society and may affect nutritional and other health9

related behavii5r. For example, a plump baby isseen as ideal in many
cultures,-but the edema of kwashiorkor, a severe malnutrition /infection
syndrome in young children, may be mistaken,for healthy plumpness, thus
dkaying treatment preVenting parents from acknowledging a-problem exist

2. ,De ini ons of h: TGese have already been discussed as they vary_from one culture. tc the next, but they may also'vary.by age and se); within94
a culture .

Definitions o llnesh: lihese also can Nary by age and sex. Faintness 4'
may be :defined as illness in a womart,,,4rid Ao unmentioned by Ainan beause
is is a "feminine" problem.

4. Illness eausatjon beliefs:

a. Soul ith6=, Oft caused by a,fright or 'shock (such as the death of a
loved one) the symptoms of sour loss include wasting away, f vet,
diarrhea, sleeplessness, listlessness, headaches. It often d scribes
illnesses which in etic terms include-tuberculosis and infant
malnutrition. .

.

b. Spirit possession: This is widely tistributed, from the Ppippines
to India.to Africa. The spiiits may be deities, ancestors, dead
friends or relatives, or. other.beings with various origins and
properties. Frequently they:make the individuals possessed behave in
socially unacceOtable.ways. In some cases'this serves as an outlet
for tension in the individual. 'In. other.' cases diseases considered
serious by Western medicine arm attributed to spirit possession.'

c. Evil eye: Wittingly or unwittingly, the gaze of Another, particularly
someone with light eyes, can Induce disease. This is very widespread
belef. Yodng children are considered the most susceptible.

. .

6
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ok _)Violation of taboos: These can range from offeu4ing spirits, /

ancestors, deities of all sots, to violating social norms Ott, sacred.

areas:

---$:---BeWitaIng 6``'°'-`6-e-ryr= n some ebc ties Only r.-ew. iidAviduals A e
. capable of causing illnss, in others nearly everyone nos a

ppel4a. Sorpery is especially prevaleat in Africa and' in area
f * .'people of African descent live. -

A ,

Intrusion of a'disease object: Sometime; this As'done,by a sorcerer,
1 but.vorne sImes youan just upiilirc, up" a harmful subefan'ce.

I:DisturbAemotional states,: Themincludt°envy, "nerves", sorrow,
anxiety, heavyness: of Oegheart,,and many others. Symptoms are
listlessness, depression,' loSs of appetite and wasting away.

h. Yolitioratlair's or winds: Many areas in the world have -, rinds that
come up at .certain times of the, day or time of thevear. Thedaiare.
said to bring changes which are detrimental to'health. An example
are the Santa Ana winds in the. Angeles

.
area, Which bare often
,hlamed for colds

.res,andother illnessess by'sidents o.f the area. Air
can also cause- illness in-s(51)e-belief systems either by entering
the body or bringing mala -e.. The nighttair is particularly
suspect. s.

_ -=f f

Contamination by lAnclah pevasons ` `l rs can occur by means ,of the
gaze tevil eye), from a 'vraon= touch, or even &person's
presence. In addition to ergo with specific illnesees, en Who

.

are menstruating_are_often conbi erect unq.1,,
menstrual bloodr, Sipilarly, pregnant omen ma)%he dangerbua because ,

their sue is.too-'powerful 6i too ',:hot" and:can indUce illness and

Ws

.

harm cops}
,

. 4. .
1

ot
Body balances SHumera theerie4 tt): e probably-ortginated in- 1
India,'alld spread fr there to Greece, where thfy. were incorporated
in Hippocrate'a work and diesemidated throughout the Western world.
They afe ene or-the commonest disease causation belief systemsi.
throughout the world. The detaqi vary from -one culture to the text,
bit the,underlyinipringiple,is that c.ertalin-elements-(froa=tiyo to
nearly A:dozen in some systems) are 'balanced within, the hody and the
disrliptioW of such balances can cause illness. Althilugh some systems
get very - complex, particularly in Asia, two o the most common
elements are hot and cold., For example, all ood may, be:classified

%,.
, ..., ,

a6 hot or cold regardless of actual temperature, and avroper balance
of hot and -cold foods must be eaten in order to intain health.
_ inpsdes may also be claislfied as hot and cold, and the appropriate

.treatment must take thiairi- consideration.k.
"(Blood beliefs: These may he 'closely related to the body 'balances

above.' Blood may b too hot, too cold, too fast, too slow,
too thick, too thin, too sweet,,toosalty, too high2dreoo, low
(Haiti). In some areas, such as S:entral America, blooefehelieved
to be nonregenerative _so any blood lost is assumed irreplaceable.
This makes it difficult to get blood samples for testing.

Michael Logan offers an excellent discussion on the effect of hot and -old.
beliefs on the acceptance of Westetn-ociented'and indigenous treatment in
Latin America (1978).

A
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,Disloca ons an tructions Various organs of the body maybe.
dislo or o'- according to this system! For example,_ in
Mexico ski

IKMAlLPOrlad_May.-9aan,blood-hea-gone:Lto-thet---,-'---lunge will struct them.' Thin, makes the oral:pill less
accpp b a foitil cdntraception in this' society>: .

1-
t

and important beliefs
woi4d! For detailed:,
--Oltural Factors and the
.(iteslie'4976),Health

h,- `Culture Community
ii the U ited States and

The beliefs. deans bed above are _ the more comton'
whier7are neorp_orate nto beli tems around' the
descriptions, of such systpm se he Manual olRoasi-c
accoiOanyiki literAtute're- an Hed4al'e 6As
rid men Co 'n (Logan'and Hunt 1978), Heal h
(Pau 55),
Mexico order Po u t

(Brownlee 1978), the pop Anthronoloa

nerand Medical Anthro ol-
n elimirgvic 1978),

v and Social science and
Medinin4. r 1* ..,

diseaae causation beliefs just described may be classified into two
categories, peraonalistic.and naturalistic ,(Foster and Anderson 197803).

1. "A person tic astASeCis'one'in w4ch illness is believed to be cause
by the active purpoisefuk intervention of a sensate agent who may be t
,supernatural being (deity or god), a nonhuman being (such aq a ghost,

.

ancestor, or evil Ipirit) ora human being. The sick person literally isctim, the oblectiof_agrp--9r-puniehirit-di-rected.
net him, Ipr.reassons ehaE concern him alone."

"In neturelistic'systems illness is explained in impersonal, s75temic
terms: Naturalistic systems confeirm above all to an equilibrium model"

tauCh'alethe ho and cold system described previously,
. ,

two systems. are not mutually exlusive. Often the personalistic, etiology
usal sequence)- will be.used to explain some illnesses,and the naturalistic

to explain' the others; or different groups within a country. will subscribe to
the. ifferant_Atpplosies,

Bq _ thede etiologies pose problems for the Western-oriented health carewo;ker. The perionalistic is ,very different from the Western_approach.
Western-trained health professionals are unlikely to claim any tupernatural-
poveraLand as are unlikely tci' be regarded as effectiye diagnosticians in this

..etiology.' The naturalistic ,also presents problema:hecrause of two factors:
First, in this etiology the patient is responsible for: diagnosing his ownilrntss. The patient informs the health practitioner of the 'diagnosis, and =

expects him to prescribeftherapeutic measures. The Western-trained doctor's
attempt to diagnose the Patient is not regarded as appropriate behavior.

°- Second, the concept or health as an equilibrium between opposing forces (such
as hot: .ind cold) is often a part of this-etiology. This concept, although it
has recently been gaining greater acceptance in areas such as environmental
health and ecology, it not generally part.oft3restern health training. This
also leads to difficulties in communication between the health practitionerand the client.

The preceding common beliefs about disease causation are important because
these beliefs:have accompanying systems for prevention, diagnosis .and cure.
While 'self-diagnosis and treatment occur in nearly all societies, the services
of practitioners are also needed in many instances. Where strong indigenous
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medicEll systems exist,, there may be. one or ire types ofrincliwouks
practitioners . However, Western-oriented private practitioners may also

genouS-he-1 , and may incorporate them into their
practices. SoMetimes, the distinctions. between indigenous and Western-
oriented private sector prationers becotnes blurred, as will be seen in the
following discussion of indigenous practitioners.

B. ,-Indigenous Prand Western-Oriented Private Practitioner

t, 'Figure 1 Kesenti,a typology of health care practitioners ranging from .ill
adults in a society who ,may know a few pimple, cures to, the highly trained and

1 specialt Weste,rn-oriented or indigenous practitioner.. While, the-most
common types of praetitiors,are listed, there may be others not mentioned
here irp same societies . a figure moves from left to right in terma of
complexity and training an e invested in healing, and from top; tO bottom.
in terms of piat.itioner type, from lay_ to Wes ternorientkt

f

It shoulki be rioted that -some' practitioners bridge the me between Western and...,
indigendus.medtcine, using elements from ball. While tkis n occur with

. praotitionete two examples whete_ it nearly occu'ra are the
in-jtet-ionistT.-and criontat-uses-1.1eS-tern-technique to
infect Western:d iv* ed substances- (such as vitamin B, calcium and
nany others) in esponse incases. diagnosed. by both indigenously diagnosed.
and Vestern-oriented practitioners. ThusiperticIllin may have been prescribed
by an, MD or a. pharpacist for an infection, while. calcium. may be given to
restore'strengEh after an episode of nerves. The pharmacist also usually
funct'ions as' Ear more `than a disperyer of prescriptions. He is often sought
for advice on diagnosis and treatment, and may ptiscribe a wide range of
Inediclines, including ones that in some countr can oillrbe prescribed by
-pfNsicians 'rite pharmacist is an important potential resource in the private
sector.(



Figure. 1: A Typology of Health Car-
Levels of Indigenous and Western

-etitioneia
ented Medicine

Typa i_
Practitioners General

Lay Med_ ne

.

Specialized '

Lay Medicine

-

LC:sited

specialized
practitioner
self-taught
ot4appenticed,
probably part-
time *

Indigenous or
Western-oriented
practitioner
usually trained'
by other
practitioners

Lay All Adu lts' 0, a or two
ults per

'extended
family

I'n igenous

,--.'"*Fd.'".

A few adults.
.

usually older
-women or men.

'

Rubel
Bonesetter
Massager

Midwifes- Shaman,
witchdOctor,
Spi ritist,,'

other curer

Mixed_.. ---
,..

Western- oriented
.

__:,
Western trained
nurse-midwife,
MD, RN, DDS

Practitioner Roles

There appear to. be some: universals Ark.- curing-roles-0116v can serve -as--
guideliqes for assessment (foster and Anderson (1978 :104 -115). These are:

1. S eCia ization; This tendency is well known in Western medicine, but it.;,
.

occurs in indigenous, medicine as well. Por'example, there may be
bonesetteya, injectioitises and herbalists in addition to shamans and
midwives. In some cases, specialization may influence prestige-in
apposite way fromthe West, where the specialist is,usually more highly
regarded. In Thailand, for example, a specialist is someone who only
knows about only:one area, and thus has little knowledge. A generalist's
knowledge is much broader and his prestige is_greater.

2. Selection and Training:, In some societies, as in the West, personal
ch Lce followed by long aid rigorouatrainin8 determines who becomes a
he_ler. While some people are acknowledged to have more skill in a
particular area (such as surgery) than others, superhuman beings are not
seen as involved in particular selection,, ,tn contrast, in many indigencius
aye ems, a divine."calling" is considered important or even essential for
a haler. This may come about through something that occurred at birth
(brseeh and caul births are Qften considered-special), or something which
happens in'life. A common pattern is for someone to become very ill, and
for he shaman or other curer to discover that the illness is a "summons"
to $come a healer, and can only be cured by the patients' commitment to
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at role (Sharon 1978, Paul and Paul 1975). Usually an apprenticeship to
other healer is then undertaken, although sometimes other powers
dertake-to-teadr-thelformez- etlent.One-Audy-deheribes-a-midwife-in
atemala who vas taught her p ofession by the spirits of dead midwives

4 aul and .Paul 1975). A
3. C rtificationt This can ra e from ;hp medical board examinations in

W tern a6Cieties to an iniation of new shamans by older shamans.
4. Ftofeasional Image: Healers .have a special place in moat curtUree. Oft

ttiey are respected and admired, sometimes they are feared, sometimes
both. 'Their behavior and dress may be designed e6 enhance their image.
Ritual objects ganging from stethescopes to rattles are also associated
with'practitioners. In some societies deviant personality_
characterisitica may be associated with healers. ',Often, indeed,
personality characteristics that in Western aqciety would be branded as
dangerously deviant are recognized ,in non-Wesfern eocieti,es as
prerequiktes for-successful curinercareere, and whigh these
cheracteristics begin to menifestAhemselves at an early age.in children,
Me-ibersof the group feel most fortunate" (Foster and. AAdereon (1978:110.,

'Expectation of Payment:% This ranges from clearly defined fees set by both
Western oriented and indigenous practitioners to the feeling that the gift
of healing comes from a divine being and it is to be sharid free of
cost. Many practitioners allow the patient to decide what to pay. Some
are pa.id as long as patient is well, and payment ia stopped if illness

_c-turaWhile7fwes--tharged-hricidigennua pratt ioners can be very high,
in general, they are lower than those charged by Western-oriented private
practitioners and sometimes lover than those charged by the-public health
sector.
Belief_in powers: Every socielThas a few practitioners who know they
cannot help a patient but lead the patient to believe they can. Most
practitioners, hoWever, both Western-oriented and indigenous`, believe they
are doing the best they can for their patienti. They are acting in _good
faith. Both Western and indigenous practitioneys may useplacebos,_but

---they-tend-to-be-Ostd-with-the-natient's-best-interesta ihlimind. This is
.

an important point, because Western-oriented practitioners and other
observers sometimes consider indigenous practitioners "quacks" or
"charlatans." =Me Western medical system may .have more effective
solutions to some.problema, but a practitioner who is acting in good faith
is not a charlatan.

1NINAttitudes of the public: 4t1 most cultures medical practitioners are both
feared and revered, admired and critized. Much of this is due to the
power held and exercised by most medichl practitioners. "In all
societies, people fear, and hence dislike and distrust their fellows who
exercise power, potential or real, over them. This is particularly true.
when the average man has only an imperfect understanding of the nature of
this power" (Foster and Anderson 1978:114).

Patient - Practitioner Interactions

As can be seen from the above discussion, there are many similarities between
Western-oriented and indigenous practitioners. However, there are also Rome'
impbrtant differencei, which may influihce aspatient's choice of care. In the
treatment process, the patient and the physician Bch has a Pet of
expectations. When these dif fez, misunderstandings and conflicts may

2,1
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develop.' Poi example, a paper on the potential for,thegintegration of.
Indigenous and 'Western medicines in the,U.S.-Mexico border area, presents the
following-discussion-0 roAderpatUnt-Tra-6ra-Ctinni

The Western.-trained physician is educated to remaiq objective and
"scientific" in his dealings with patients. Part of th'e image he
projects is that of a neutral, ,objective Afterver and dititnostic,ian
of human disorders- ain short, "professional.: To the 14xican-'
American patient, 'who needareassuranice and warmth, touching in
important. during diagnosis and reflects caring. The Western attitude
is incomprehensible,and seems cold and Impersonal, if not hostile.
Furthermore, it reinforces already present fears of discrimination by
Angle- Americans

tfficiency is 'another characteristic that is.htghly prized by Western
medicine and philosophy in general. The physician, faced with a
ftravy patient load-and minimum funds,. avoids lengthy discussions with I
his patients and gets quickly to the point of the visit. TO the
Mexican-American patients, illness is too serious and frightening to
rush. The 'proper" medical person makes some small conversation
before getting down to business. The physician's lack of preliminary
pleasantries or concern with the patient's own opinion of his illness
is rongirlaed rude -and-does-nothirtg-to-4-allay-parient-fews-ann

. prejudices.

A common source of poor communisation between patient and physician
is attitude toward authority. The Western, practitioner expects his
patients to recognize his authority and feels it is his patient's
responsibility to seek and follow his professional advice. The
indigenous practitioner, however, does not dictate to his patient,
but merely makes Bugg scions. To the Mexican - American, the

-----physician's-attitudq- --seen as authbritarian and presumptuous.

Western medical philosophy emphasizes the individual and his
responsibility for his own illness. Anglo-Americans commonly tke

2)
blame for havt become sick. As discussed previously, Mexican
disease theory i cludes a view of the individual as the victim of
external forces. Nor is the individual free to make decisions on
acceptance of treatment. Professional medical personnel expect the
patient to make quick decisions and to accept the physician's
Advice. However, to the Mexican or Mexican-American patient and in
the indigenous system, a practitioner's opinion may influence
decision-making but will not constitute the final authority.
:Individuals do not act alone in situations as important as illness.
Validation and support, both economic and social, of the sick role
must come from the patient's family. Diagnosis and treatment
suggested by the practitioner, be he or'she Western or indigenous,
will be discussed, evaluated, and accepted or rejected Sy the
patient's family as a whole. Chiding or scolding the Mexican-
American patient for his negligence or demanding on-the-spot medical
decisions' will only increase patient anxiety. (S. Scrimshaw and
Burleigh 1978:37-38)
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As mentioned previously, many Westerboriented'private practitioners do not in fact'
understand and incorporate aspects of indigenous belief systems For example, .,

.i.----4f-a-Latin-Amer4can-womsn-tetta-a-ptivXtI-prattftioner-She has unerveil"The is
more likely to use this as an opekng to get her to further describe her
problem further rather than'te say there is no such thing.

C. The Private Sector

As stated earlier, reliable information the pr #vats subsector is almost

.
.

nonexistent, although many rural health activities have occurred independently
of planned national development, Many philanthropic and reliapus
organizaiions have established hospitals and health centers` inrrural areas.
Although permission to do so tay have been sought, attempts to coordinate
their activities with those of the national health, activities have proven
unsucce sful in most cases. Until recently, the private and, indigenous

Z...-
subsect ra have generally functioned independently of national health
services. It is at this juncture that the private and the indigenous--
aubsectors have their greatest similarity despite the fact that the pylvate
subsectors are usually oriented toward Western medicine. It should be

stressed that private resources for health care can be found in both rural and,
urbanfareae,,but the concentration of private wealth in urban centers means
that private medical care.plays a greater'rolairt those places: If.haa been

. stated that it is the incompleteness and the deficiencies of the public
--media l-tareProgradff-that geriait'a private sector to flourish (Roemer,.
1963). An integrated and comprehensive system'of medical care would doubtles
reduce the private sector to much smaller proportions. l'atients who were
served adequately in a public:system Would not take recourse: Co private
practitioners. However, the allocation of time and resources ieem-to be the
determining factor for many urban and rural dwellers 'in deciding what type of
practitioner to frequent for any or all diseases (Warren; 1974;,Grollig,
1976).

The-private- "market cannot -be- expected to allocate to health either the amount
or the composition of resources that is best from a social per ective. For
example, procedures 'Which halt the spread of communicable diseUes yield
benefits to entire communities and, therefore, cannot be chosen properly by
private individuals acting in their own iaterest. Often the private market
mechanism will direct resources to these health expenditures that have an
attractive financial payoff. Frivaee corporations frequently undertake%
disease control before opening up new land for comme cial plantation or
mineral exploitation.- 4

In programs to improve the general health of the bulk of the population- the
private market mechanism undeniably- operates but the distortions are very
serious. Because of maldistribution of incomes in countries where average
inco$es are also vier), low, the health needs of the poor are not translated
int8 effective demand. WP ile the distortions caused by income inequality
applies to all sectors, the consequences for health are particularly tragic.

Furthermore, concentrations, of population have an adverse consequence on the
distribution of health resources.. Since urban centers are the focus of a cash
economy, they attract a disproportionate number of persons who can afford to
pay for part or all of their health care. `Thus, the extent of urbanization is
one of the factors'influencing the- extent to which a given country can sustain

2i
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r-77-prleate-ptictice;- -1,sa real _ tiger that an increas ng proportion f--

. scarce _medic and...othmr personnel (many of. whom have been trained
at governre expo e) will enter' private practice In this work, they may be
led to pay more attention to ,curative care than to prevention'and they will

, 0
,_certainly irovide_services, to _fewer_ peri pets it'_-_tioreover ,---cities -of fer =greatest4, -

_opportunity for specialitation, in which some physicians find the highest
_professional rewards. These opportunities may attract physicians to -private-
practice in the cities-even though the- average financial rewards of such.-
practice may be less than those available in the organized government

lik41------------'
government services, which force the acceleration of = training programs. It
.can also forCe_ salaries_ in the organized_ government servIcea,-- with-the
result thatAwer Personnel can be supported by a given budget (Abel-Smith
1967): _

Health Dec iion-Making

re 2: Health Decision-Making Model

home re,medieev,pharmacist

Patient or friend or
relative-- neighbor-
identif ies
illness or
prevention

rn-Orient
ctitio

Indigenous

blic

Private__

-The first step in health decision-making is the deVsion that someone is ill
or that preventive measures need to be taken. This decision may be made by
the -patient , or by a relative. Someone _in' the household, often the dominant
oman, ec e a prof em ats. s n igure 2, he or she may try some

he remedies, may ask a friend or neighbor for advice, er may go to a
pharmacist, any III several indigenous practitioner#,_ any of several private
Wes rP ni-orientiet-practi t Jo:sari:4-4.r the public -heat t h- services.-- Semmonly

individuals will go backind forth -fro one resource to another, using them
sequentially or even in Combination. Sometimes this is because they are seen
as fulfilling -different fuiictions-. The Western-oriented practioiler can cure
the-symptess-of-evili-eye-hut-the:-Indigenous-practitioner-musy with :the
cause= 'Aemetimes indigenous practitioners encourage the use, of Western.
medicine this problem is for the doctor at the health cenfer,;' 'sometimes they

°, are in competition wit[ it. Another reason for miltiple use--is,that people
feet oni treatteenF is not working well enough and they want to try another, or
people are unhappy with the reception they get with one practitioner. In' ond

instance, a woman who was turned-away from a hospital because she was not yet
eAsmd-saked_fax_somethingtaiyl

Redords. kep o 0 families in one Guatemalan village showed frequent
patterns of the use of five%or more practitioners, ranging from the-local
health clinic to ai:privatt_filigioup hospital to a private Western-oriented
practitioner to the letal injectionist end the local curer, all in the_course_
of- treatment of one illness" episode in-a young child. In the case of one
TriaTrWl amount aqua to e ent re am y_ncome _or. one mon
spent in a 40 dai period: when ethe .chile "s underlying problem was

nu on. prac pract t oner, esperareTy
seeking a solution.

a



the sltiple u of practitioners is a cwt element wherever more than enetype found. The significance-of this =health-sector planning is
-discussed in the next chapter.
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n the " n" h- beena eupheaism for teaching the-indigenous-
prectitioner_ tern_sedicines:_whiletryinvto discourage::h -or .h

from continuing previous practices. :Thif was often done without an evalUation
the=-Lreletivw-metits et-leach_ asoect-of--both4he :Ith-:.systema.--=-4,a-a-reversta;

_ this trend, the current WHO program has modified this approach by.outlin
the following objectives:

1. To foster a realistic approach to traditional
-health care. -.

2.' To evaluate traditional medicine in the light dern science ,go. as to

1,:se4-effeetive4rectieelei--, _ Ser
To promote the integration of proven valuable knowledge and s
tradition_ and Western medicine (Bannerman 1977);

These obj ectives represent the importantrecognition t t both medical systems
may have something to offer each other and commuuicat a respect for. all
ue_41041_03etemas____HoWever,_there itue-lack-ol_detalle ....imlormatIonLombov to
implement these objectives. The possibilities

1. Mutual exchange of information and techniques between medical systems in
order to. use the best possible techniques or each situation.
Gs..binteg-healere-from-wo,:e-then-o.

3. eptance_or encouragement of multiple use of healers.
4, ed awareness on the part of both indigenous and Western

practitioners of the social, religious and other contexts of health and
Inves-Ltr-excit-oth er-euttural-system-a e-ro-heatth.

For the moat part, concepts of integration have tended toward a one-sided
version of the-first possibilityl-loorder extendthelkeatern eYatea_t

-rural-areaa.--Contributions of other systems to the Westaroayetem-are'now
being considered. In practice, however, this alternative generally gives
control_to the Western system, a fact which may be acceptable in some cultures

___Jout-not--in others._

The second alternative has also been criticized ea a co-option of the
indigenous practitioner. Again, its viability is situational, and its
-practicality and acceptance will vary.

The third:poseibilitymay be hard for Western medical practitioners to S9oellt,_
since it im-lies that indigenous tractitioners need not alwa a thane and
adopt some Western ways (although the three possibilities are Tno means

mutually-exclusive). However, the rejection ofindigenous practitioners who
have not received some Western training as old-fashioned, ineffective, or
dangerous tends to alienate both these practitioners and many patients. Such
attitudes are not conducive to goad relationships with= health service users
uor Co 1g_ rate

two systems are inc
_ .

e, this is often not the case.

mply the acceptance of dual use. This means recognizing that cultu



importantrcauams and treatments of illness may need to be dealt with by
indigenous as well as Westerniaeans.

Increased respect'tfordual-r-tieatMent and 1-also:mea na that
= -indigenous practitioners may begin referring patients to Western_

4,rattiiieners.- etitatuithis.:isAtine in'the face-of opposittanas-IsTte
casePfWriti milewitork.1 Traditioaal practitionereToftea_knaw:what
symptom consteflatin different healing methods can treat more effectively,

Which of these alternative or combination of alternative_t is adopted,in4
aiven-Afta7deperids on many facbars, such as the numbers and types of ex Ming
Western gained and .indigenous practitioners, their knowledge of and respect
for each other, the various cultures in the area, their health problems and

septa regarding-health case, a! the socioeconomic. status of individuals in

part on fnformAtion that can'and'should be provided by researchers, planners
and practitioners from both the Western and indigenous systems.

,R. How to Aporeach Integration

Adaptation

Adaptation means_incorporeting-Western health care ideas into the existing set
of health betiefs in a society (Paul, I955:4-5)._The_conteat of the-

system-what is proscribed (or prescribed) by traditions -is cha ed
ma ere su.atances classified

as "fresco" ("cool" or "fresh") are considered beitieficial to health. New
foodx and medicines introduced from the developed countries are frequently
placed in this category thus encouraging their use. It has been su -ested
treb-adapLat io m-berms d ibe a process, wit public health personnel

changing their approach to "adapt their remedies to the 'people's conceptions
and practices, rather than conflict with them" (Cosminsky, 1977:206).

Accomodation

Accomodation, which seems to be more prevalent, occurs when a number of

alternative_tealing-methods-exiet-in-ene-place.--Western-health-cart-it simOly-
accomodated in the system as one more alternative. In India, for example,

..though largely unrecognised by the allopaths (practitioners of Western
medicine), a division of labour has been established which in a
complicated way distributes and remits atients between the two systems
(Djurfeldt and Lindberg, 1975:213).

In Ghana, which also has several different modes of health -are, a similar
-diV4aion of labor is effected (Warren, 1978:73)._

In most of the less developed countries today, Western health .care competes-

provides a large proportion
_en s n genous mi cine presently

the health care because it is more accessible,



less-expensive. and better adapted to the social milieu-than is Western
sediclue(Ramalingaswami And Ramalingaswami,' 1973:208). Another consideration

,,:!L,187.the:.persisteince.:.of'traditionaLcurert in theltrefnssIitotreat_cerrein _

cases:

dig-no greet Loners arevery_eompetent in judging whichH----
they cannot cure. In that way they reduce their failures

they cannot treat are remitted to allopathic Practiiionexs (i.e.,
Western health workers). The latter tile get more than their share
of severe cases, which decreases the prdportion of patients which
they can cure, and consequently decreases their apparent efficiency
in dealing_sith their Patients. (Djurfeldt and Lindberg; 1975:212)

-7.tTt7htirbeied-7propos Iridigenous---practitioners- be
.deliberately integrated into the health care system.- This would have-
advantagesin that such practitioners are_generally_lar_more,_uumetous_than________
i>ye tern health ;Yorkers, providing health care where no Other form'is available
Ramalingardami and Ramalingaswami, 1973:i08). They also supplement modern
medicinejn urban areas (McMichael, 1976:200), and they often have
considerablepraCtiCaT-knoWIedge (Djurfildi and Lindberg, 1975:209).

Replacement

traditional methods for Western medicine (Kirkby, 1973:145). The dvantage of
this iethat practitioners would be using what is presumab ough this may
be somewhat biased) the most effective means of health care for many, but not

t-m-ight-be-reryliffictrtt e,
however. It involves a major change in beliefs and practices on the part of
the practitioner, who may be difficult to convince that his or her previous
methods were useless and in fact, this is often_not the case.Soma
traditional curers have invested a great deal of-ime in learn14 the
indigenous methods; this would also make them reluctant to*,giVe up those
Otactices. Patient demand might be an important factor working against this

_approach,_since--traditional-methods-have -high-spparent-eff4cacy.--_Also, 88
long as patients retained the local beliefs about disease and expectations of
providersf indigenous practitioners retrained in Western methods might not be
accepted.

-

Addition

_Aaether-way01-inzorporating_traditional-healere-into--aystem#4-modern
health care would be by adding Western methods to their repertOire. This
might maintain greater congruence between patient and practitiOhkr, since the
indigenous systetkiwould not be completley discarded; expectat*e of provider
roles and disease:etiologies would remain the same to some .-Reconciling the local beliefs

problem-for may types of indigenous curers, especially those';etiologies whose
--belie and ices diver:

practitioners might choose to blend two approaches in ways which would
result in low effectiveness. _

31



u id iug act thsse approaches, the Use r of thin swat:. ia urged to
u ug Culture -Cha 3,7 Arensburg and Niebeff (1971) and

Cossiunicatimgt jancrtrat by erg and r 1971) for. samy valuable _suggestions.



R MEtASSESPMST OF TEE DIDIGENOUS
PRIVATE ASPECTS OF TER 'MALTS SECTOR

bly of-planning is the need =for adequate
assessment mine what is hap ng, what trends have led to

Tifolit'unless there era interventions
-lhes the basis for planning strategy. Antial-for placing heilth sector prablems end-need

in soma perspective. A health sector assessment- performed by .:
systematically collecting data about the health service needs of'a community,
region, or.national unit. It ?ntails the identification f populations withservvice needs whe_

At the broad planning level, assessment information (or
_0404.fOr determininCtesouce_requirements.--Sueh-daia,,also7mgy-the need for-specific facilities, such as hospitals, clinics and

dispensaries. Al the program and for specific personnel levels, assessment
data aid in national program planning. KnowledSO_OfLa

may allow program administrators to establish More realistic program
goale,:Metpriorities, allocate funds,-plan-new servicesorand-restructure
existing services. The da0 will also be important in*assUrtnR_t_hatLproposed
-ineerventibas correspoid to the need's of the service area. It may -also be

11 could impede
the delivery othealth services to certain subpopulations within a
community. pa a on service needs and service ut ration patterns also
provide a baseline for evaluation of program ctiveness. Asa result of

--tirtia-irrreeffirrg-- _wee emerges a_ cou e planners to weigh the
overall situation and draw broad conclusions (alum, 1974).

provide the
1p- determine-,-

___B..____Betbods= _Assessment-

Use of Existing Knowledge and Resources

The first step in any assessment of the type described here should be the
_oration-1"f existing knowledgeabd-rnid4rded:7-This Should riiige from

searching out previous researCh relevant to the topic to talking with
knowledgeable iddividuals. Unfortunately, this task,is complicated by &he
fact that some researchers from outside a country do not return-the
results to that country. Often, the resulta of previous research does
exist within a country, but it is difficult to find. It is suggested
that a literature search within the County (and in major international-

.

-be-dond
h and social sciences within the country be approached

and queried abouk -ir knowledge of existing information.

management, he

ledgeable inviduala may Include health planners, health
_ gesous-end-pr-i-vete-preccitioneramThe-

categories should not be omitted because frequently health offic

the ituat on.
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IlaseArclif=21-The-ES

EthnographiC Ott

e process of ge_ ing the "feel"_

detailed-an -complex-methodology of itse

_ .described b Pelt° and Pelto in anthropologic
of Inquiry- (19-70 and by Spradley in-The

(1979 )

Iftkatever else is; dpne in the -course of an assessment, it is strongly suggested
--,--------- that -a swall, amotint- of -: participant -obiervat ion be- conducted -by:getting out

rural village-8, urbln slugs and. the like. and talking with peopleinto
.ranging from vil political _eaders. to indigenous and private*

titioners, their health, beliefs, their
informaticia trill _n y be withheld, a great deal --e will emerge, and
the experience will provide a sense of the situation which cannot be obtained

--- any-other--

This approach has also been called the community-impressions approach" by
Siegel_aed_hia coll0Aguea.419Z71-They-suggasr-oolibining imprassiora about
the health needs from key individuals living or working in the community, and
then-verifying the info'rmation-gathered with those-greups in the community--
identified as having the_grestezt bealth_needs
approach .has three dajor-steps,

(1) key petion interviews
(2) social indicators data review; and

c nit forums to eted on Underserved roues.

Interview are conducted with 10 to 15jndividuals who-either work or live in
the community"includin&village elders and traditional elites. They can offer
alride:itgzga-wide about the priVeteland-the7indigenous7ftbaetlora-:
and. the health needs of different groups in the community. Health purveyors
from the private, indigenous and publig health subsectors are also
interviewed'. The interview should be .conducted with a list of questions_
aEOut private and indigenous health and related services in-the community and
some demograhic characteristics of. the 1population and a map of the community
under study. A demographic and service picture of the community should
emerge. Data requited in the social-ifidicatore approach should be obtained to
supplement oryerify information received iti,thejnterviews. Additional
verification of the resulting data could beacguipel.in a series of community
fotums ormeetingathat should include:thoSeltoqpiidentified in the previous
spa _v ng spec c ea ne . s t :at are not e ng- un. e e

existing conditions. The intent-of the forums should be to elicit views from
as many people as possible about the health needs in the community and to
identify those who4tre interested in dding something abebt those needs

advantages and disadvantages It can b carried out inexpensively and it

factual and impressionistic about the health needs of a community.



e a ca tors

appro consists
mailable' statistics
often intrinsirally helpful when viewed
uti it derived when assessed in the

4 1

of estimating need on the basis of
aboUt-a community. These data ar4i1
in greats
context of the other more ainifica

this approach is that variables such as population density are related to the-
ncidence of health problems. The major -use of,,auch-dataJn a7prkvate-or

indigenoui subaertor assessment woUld bite. identiftspecific health and other
=

human, service needs in a community. Development oft Viable indicators depebds
- on threeironditions:

descriptive information.ieformation.
(2) The logicand_statistical approprietenesaofprOcedurelaused to

deriVe the 8061E11 indicators. -

The-subjective sense for the community that is _developed :through
other sources of information about the community (Siegel" major

--disadvantage-of-this -leer-ale' le- the lack of empirical evidence on
the strength of these relationships.

Communiir
MIMT1W

Surveys allow for the collection of data that are not 'always-on hand. Surveys
canheuseddetermirte-the----demandferemr-rie-eerrettrymilableresauretr-in- the
private and indigenous health subsectors and to obtain community residents and
agency views on healtt beliefs, health problems and service needs. Because of
the importance of understanding the !lumber and mea_af_damands_for_service_____
end the capacity to respond to theAemands-in a health sector assessment,

-

gathering such information on the private and the indigenous aubsectors should.
be an early activity. Community residents' views-would include a random
sample. ot_people_living_within-the-geographically- defined-service 'area.
sample could be stratified by such variables as age, ethnicity, socioeconomic
status, occupation and leadership. Surveys can also be used in conjunction
with the social indicators ap roech for a broader assessment of a community's
health needs.r

A major advantage of the community survey approach, compared with other
avail bl- _a eaaftiamenritfpiivateand-indigenoes--hesith--needer----
is the breadth of information that can 1)4 collected. No other method is
capable of producing this amount of information. Moreover, some information
weeful for program planning such as that relating to attitudinal barriers to
service utilization- =can be obtained only by means of a survey.

not advantage of the methodology is its potential for obtaining accurate
information. The use of probability-sampling Methods ensures that no One
subPiWilitiiii:Tall make a disproportionate input (as is often the case in the
community forum-;approach) An important limitation, however, may lie with the
validity and reliability of theAa --collection_.instruments which- require =

'extensive instrument development a testing.



Survey's Piovide quantitative data which are useful-for statistical analysis
and_ the -.description of a'-large7popuLitipn, but in depth 'qualitatiVe-data are-
eseentild to the understanding and interpretation of the quantitatidata,
particularl.y. whisvit toes to the dynamics of human behavior. The difference
betwern_what_peeple tell an4n_terviewer they-de-and-why they d o Ir. AM -
observed kbehavior and opparentmotivation can be very,..great. Ideally,

litative research such as part kipant observation should preceed the
quant tative, so that the survey is designed to fie local variables of

awe, vocabulary and wording. The qualitative work also helps establish
topics can be- meaningfully' covered in a formal interview format- In

revery culture,' there'ere some subjeets which are not openly
.=_atJ4iureisy--4,-l9-74.-reeeet--ar_mmsxellen_

based on research in Haiti which should be consulted by anyone planning survey_
research in Latin America.

he user of this manual does not lie the time or the resources to consider
a survey, it is .suggested that the first three approk ches described here be
utilized tegather _information_on the- variables _list& further_on_in_this
manual. If the resources are available, the person or persons conducting the
hftalth assessment _should either-be trained in survey methodology or contract
the research to the local group with skill and. experience in survey work.
CCTriductliag a survey is a major proposition Mich should not be undertakenhfiefs
here. If a survey will be conducted, the following_ paragraphs may assiaits planning.

It cannot be emphasized toolltro y that the construction of interview
schedules rece_iires considerable -knowledge_tabout_cultural_patterne.
family -life styles-of the prticuLsr communities studied-.-- Thus-- a-prelimina y
-period of informal interviewing and open-ended observational, field work is
stronalyrecommended_ before ,interview schedules are drawn up.

_ Ale o ;_pr etes ting_the _language__and__ format __ot_the interview sch edu
essential. The wording_ of questions must coincide with the language esuage of
the community so that local people will understand the questions' meanings,
and will not be affronted by strange language _usage.__ For exampee, researchers
in Latin America have developed questions in "proper" Spanish, only to find
that people_in local .communities could not understand the questions
effectively until they were re-shaped in the local ,ldiom.

---1-CTei so mportant understand what the question means to.the respon ent.
For example, a mother may say that her baby is currently "well," but. the local
definition of a well chip may include a child with parasites ("all children
have worms"), edema ("a plump baby is healthy") art! so on. A Western health
program's definitions of health and illness and the mother's may be-quite

Although the reliability and validity testing may have varied, all have had
prior field application, which shortens and sierplifies the pretesting of
Instruments. Caution is necessary, however in abstracting or using only patf

G



f pre
=_Semetises-

t batteries Otitems, since the item validities ire

a hen they ire.useclost of the context of the _total
__- a new context,-iddiVidual Items an
esirable-ways; therefore, some validity and --

the planned instruments - s ne-essary.

ould_havethe_fo 1 1 owing_fe

It economically and easily adiimistered by lay persons.
It and highly acceptable to the population
surve ' s

It sensitive to a wide variety of health related belief

Sampling/

1,- As a general appr ch,-multistage-cldater-sampling7Ts recommedd__---A-cluste
sample 1s One in Which the population is divided into groups (i.e. clusters),

sample of these groups is selected. In an urban area, for example,- city
eks-may-be-ased-its clusters-or-geographical-units-in-a7rural area

block in the city should be identified,'and appropriate number of blocks
should be sampled = systematically (i.e, in a way that ensures-that the-blocks
are-spread-out-over-the-entire-area-of-interest).--For-each-selected-block,
the households on that block should be listed, and a random sample-of them
should be selected. First selecting blocks and then households requires two
stages; this procedure is known as multistage sampling. Further, as discussed
below, individuals are then sampled within households.

Multistep cluster sampling has certain'trade-offs. On the positive side,
-cluster sampling is less expensive than the' alternative of probability
sampling because_the process gf preparing the sampling frame (i.e., the list
of sampling uniaTiroe-which747-survey-sampleAR-selecfid)-is greatly --
simplified. It is much easierto list the households in a sample. of city
blocks or rural geographical unit than to list,allthe houset;Olds in either_.

ditionally*_travel_time_and_expense_is_reduced_since,the_interviews-lie

are grouped rather than spread throUghouttir site. On the negative side,
statistical analysis is more domplicated. Variance estimating procedure) for
computing confidence limits about sample statistics -are much more complicated
than those used for simple ra dom sampling.

Because of the compleilties of designing a epee fic.sampling plan, it strongly
____recommended_that the_survey_officehave_a sampling expert on its staff, or,

engage the services of a sampling consultant. Morerer, professional
-

assistance can - -be highly cost effective. Significant savings-cella result from
reduced interviewer travel time and simplified data andyais.

The survey population consists of all individuals who are eligible for health
services in the geographic area under investigat _n. Most reside JO'

households,and could be_intetuiewed there. Within _households, bia4th_th-

dominant male and female ehoulT-be interviewed. Alternatively, `an Addlt"
should be selected at random and interviewed.
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should also-
the area. In some cases, these-Cpl to identify them, thus est

obability of error that cam be tolerated.t if the effects o
the are not too severe, a sample of apprtgremet

would provide estimates of population proportionathat are withinplus or minus five percentage points of the correct value-idth probability of0.95. Estimating formulasand- tables are_available for determining theappropriate sample size for varying levels of precision._ Whstever_sa leis-needechruitha-trair-ed--Preels pn saMple-site-will berequired to achieve the same precisfon when sampling from a subpopulation.Thus, for example, if rural poor constitute 15% ef_ the___target.eopulation_and.
high-(1.;e;-;-0:95) prObabilrty of being within plus or minis five perce agepoints in estimating proportion is needed for the rural poor alone, en thesample mat contain approximately 400 rural poor households. Without a

special-merns-of-averselecting-the ruratTpoor, tfii total sample size required
would be 400/0.15, or 2,667.

______The_guidance-of--a-sampling-expe
determination. In each

ors must be taken into account in determining sample size--e.g., tte
proportion of each targel group in the general population, the overlap inmerbership among target groups, and the heterogIneity of the clusters.

i especially required far sample size

To minimize the need for

1. !feet the minimum education and training requirements. Interviewers
_recruited_ for _this _survey should-be- dol lege- graduates; ideally-i-th-ey
should haVe degrees in the social or behavioral sciences and know thelocal language.

2. Can be recluited in reasonable numbers.
3. Can be compensated at rates compatible with reasonable budgetary

constraint.
4. Can carry out their duties during-eveaings and weekends'as well as

usual worl ustaysAci nd_to

tens ve traini
candidate-should

Other criteria for, successful performance as an interviewer include .honesty,
attention to detail, and a'nersonality that is neither overly agressfve norOver social; Snch_traits--are.best_assessed in an applicant in acomprehensive, fact-te--facescreeill

ta addition, it may be advisable to recruit comnarni
1-n ery ewers. ecauae the respondent is being questioned by someone from thecommunity rather than an outsider, it may be easier to establish rapport, gain

the respondent's trust._ and consequently obtain more accurate answers,especially with sensitive questioning of the kind employed in this area.
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The interviewer rr Ynl program should he conducted immediatel before actual m
si ,

Ling tram
(2.) General inter

id encempses the following-five areas:--
ng procedurem
procedures7

xmauL 4_ _uua
-(4.) Ose- of the interview guide* and
(.5.) Administrative procedures.

To prepare the inteviewers for adtually conducting the interviews, t
training program must also-address keneral interviewing techniques.
tecljelipee_include_how to widr,e_the_iniantsr,4_sti
are-SusPicidus or reluctantThey also include to ask questi o
probe, and how to record responses.

After coMpletion of format instruction in the use of the nstruments, the
trainees should engage in role playing exercises in which thmadninieter the
i ervieva to each other. Beforegoinginto the fiepi, theA4retstiew_treinee...___
should witness several actual interviews, preferablY,outside:Ortfie study .,area

to (1)_familiarize-themselves_writh_the_questionn4ire-in Alworking-situations-,_
(2) obtain feedback on the adequacy Of,theirperformance so that areas of
weakness can be .strengthened, and (3) further pretest the instrument.

The training program mist also'Coverladmit4strative procedures. These
procedures include how and to who's td iopminicate about problems encountered
in the field, and how and when to turn in completed work.

-Because interviewers often forget some of the important .conce- covered `in
the intitialtraining program, become careless in following p ocedures, and

perfurbetary---thintrodualig-the:-eurvey 7sod7askin7qui-stione,---theTenrvey 777-
office should establish periodic review classes during the progress of the

died-in-the-AtWeAment
)?

he fo lowing listsof variables represent the
be Pois to' Obtain information in all areas
he ob slued at at-least one level by all the=
me ds that:'sre used, the more precise the

ideal. In reality, it may not
. Most of the' information may
thods described Were. The more
easment.
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ji1thiiccoIition-

Major _ health problems
a Major_ typeR of belth

Public
Priva
In4f

MOmbers- of 410i_
ntion)-i

training

Calamity leaders.
All the ttea listeeunder individua135, plus :the-folloving:

c ion of, ceetatniiiyhealtiL.p_oltissas
comennaity henith needs'arresttuctiir e .i(water,-etc.)

Public- clinics
rrivate-6actitioners

Assessment of utility .current public clinics, private
practitioners, and indigenous triactitioners.

Sex;
saxi4AVntoust
Household- size r:
Household weter

ulehole,aysters 9inate--of eeooic
efinit of health

For adults of e
For chAdren

e inition of illness
For sdus of each sex

children

of human braete

Whd _if seen

k 0-

elicit the following steps in treatment.

an in the- course of the illness
aatment prescribed

more than one practitioner may be availabley

causes il1nesss (use specific illnesses as an.example)

it_the-individuato-des ibe- and-assess -publiehealth clinics, privateternffcriented practiti Ara,. and indigenous practitioners.
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Find out if anyone in the household has been ill in the laal week or
two. Get a detailed history of the illness, its treatment, the
practitioner(s)involved, and the cost.

06rcent of inc--e'spent on health care
3

Practitioners'(Indi- nous and Ptivate)
Type of practitioner
Training
Years practice
Clientele

e

Sex
Types ;:if problems

Fees P

Description of self
Why a healer?

ommarvit:
Statement of cow iity perception of'him or her.

Vie*, ofTublicisector
Viet' of Western medicine and on indigenous medicine in that society

teness and opinion of multiple use of practitioners

I



D. Data Analysis and Summary

The data enalyais and summary will usually be both descriptive and
analytical. Findings based on all the various techniques wsedehould be
summarized and discussed (desCtiptive). if survey techniques have been used,then statistical analysis can be used-to look at correiations,and associations
(analytical).- For example, questions can be asked like "What does educational
level have to do with the type of. health practitioner an individual
prefers?" or "People say they prefer indigenous practitioners, but in actual`.fact do they, make significantly more'use of indigenous practitioners thanWestern ones?" Survey data analysis requires the use of a computer, and_it isntial-that an experienced statistician be involved.

The,list below suggests ways.of summarizing that information collected on thebasis of this manual.

Practitioners

1 e

Some variety of typology should be. constructed that will allow an
identification of the different types of private or indigenous practitionersthat are available withinda predetermined area or region. They may be
differentiated by philosophical world view (a folk healer versus a physician),
by training or specialization (10.e., Whether received in a formal institution
or apprentiCeship), and by treatment (i.et.,bone_setterv,herbaliat.,_or-:-----
-physician) .-tSee'P-=.-23-6f-thie *Manual

Numbers

rview on the order of magnitWde of the number of different types ofpractitioners, as compared to absolute numbers, that are practicing within thearea.

3. Distribution

Under _ending where the.variOupMpea of practitioners are located is very.
important. This can beat,be determined by mapping the area under
investigation. As shall .be shown, this stevis necessary to.correlate typesof clientele serviced by the practitioners and the clients general socio-
economic:conditions.

4. Training

The type of training received by the practitioners, skills maintenance, accessto new information, and continuing education are the immediate concerns.

5. Attitudes

Attitudes toward their own and .other healing systems towards the integration
of healing systems, and toward healing itself.



Clientele

1. Size

Information on clientele is quite essential as the number of inhabitants and
their age-distribution in part determines the extent and nature of the medical
attention with which a community must be provided. The pathway of a young
population ll be different from that of a community in which ages of the
inhabitants a higher and which will therefore require medical attention of a
different kind. P

_The., population of -the region should be reported since it represents the
potential-size of the clientele. One of the approaches previously mentioned
shoUld be utilized to determine how many patients (the actual clientele) go to
what type of practitioners and for what type of services. It should be
expected that many patients may utilizta variety of indigenous and private
practitioners for a single particular illness.

2.- ocr tbilt on

Another important CharacterisAdApf the population of a local planning area is'
its geographic distribution within the area, including-the number and size of
theApopulatioh centers. The,yrovision of services in predominently rural
areas calls for a different 'approach than that required in.areas that are
principallX%urban in character.

.'The distribution of clients should be shown by_mapping_the area as was dine
---wIththe-diattibUtien-tif-the practitioners. In some cases it should be

expected that a majority of the clients of the indigenous practitioners would
be located, in marginal areas and those of the.private practitioners in more
affluent areas.. Ibis could be correlated to the type of practitioner. Too
often the privileged and well to do, living in large towns and cities, enjoy
access to all the complex technology and lifesaving apparatus of Western,
medicine (Mahler 197,7). But in some affluent areas along with the development
of a stronger sense of national or ethnic identity, a concomitant respect for
national or ethnic medical traditions has developed. Hence, this
trend maybe ,reflected in the distribution and utilization patterns of the
clientele.,

This step would establish a determination of how the clientele utilizes the
private or indigenous praCtitioners. The pattern could be approached by
specific illness. In many areas the practitioner of Western medicine are most
commonly utilized for infectious diseaset and trauma while the indigenous
practitioners are Utilized for the more psychosomatic illnesses. Dual and
multiple utilizatioMb should also be observed. The major determinants for
utilization patterns would be access to services, cost, acceptability, and
petceived effectiveness.

4.. Socio- economic Status

Indicators such as .last year attended in schooli,geppation,Animonhly
rotr---iiriiieist in completing the assessment of the clientele and to



distinguish which segments of the c entele would utilize what type of
practitioner.

5. Attitudes

Attitudes toward health and illness, various health systems, and teps to take
to treat lines/3.

Practi

1. Type

There are basically Mee types of institutions which the assessor should
be aware:

ers

ReproductiveThese would be the institutions which train more
practitioners in the same art. They could be aa formal.as Western-
t3+ d 1-aformar-sa-aft apprentiCebbip training
situation.

DeliveryTh sitest.of where the care is given should be reported.
Both types of practitioners make house calls as a matter of course
and may not necessarily have a regular facility for practice.

Advanced care facility --The primary/secondary/tertiary model for the
private practitioners may not apply_to the indigenotiaspractitionets_

,.14Ittfough they,.too, could have rather intricate levels of care. The
labeling of 'the degree of severity of an illness by the rticular
type of practitioner should be considered here, too-.

4
2. Number

A reporting of the different types of Consultation officers and types of
institutions within the defined geographic area would be necessary.

3. Distribution

The regional map from the previous steps could also be utilized to pinpoint
. distribution of the institutions and how they relate to the distribution of
the clientele and practitioners.

4. treat ionnf i to Clien ele

How is the patient admitted into the institution? The barriers to admissions
are more pronounced when dealing with the Western-type health care
qubsector. The pattern of the indigenous practitioner should be delineated.

5. Relationahiabetween_Typesof Institutions

Do the indigenous and:Western-trained practitioners work together at.tht
_utional,level? Are clients referred from one aubsector to the other?
y cesourtes's a_ r7i5TEliiiiiiiiSgonisms between the types o

practitioners? Conceivably, there could be no relationship at all.
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Expenditures _o all Practitionereand nstitutions

When the total amount of money flowing to practitioners and institutions is
known, it would be important to trace their expenditures. Perhaps a

. percentage of the funds could be recycled in the region.through the purchase
of equipment and supplies, rental of facilities, and hiring employees.
Perhaps important equipment and supplies from outside the region or abroad
could create a net loss.

1.sgal Status

1. _Legislative

In many countries there may be a number of statutes regarding what can or
cannot be done to a patient by a particular type of practitioner. In some-
countries, certain types of indigenous practitioners are illegal or, in
others, private practitioners are forbidden. Furthermore, these tend to be
hisla-t-ions-that-requi-r-ivate f3LWs 1A1 .efTap-170-ye-etriat a certain number-to
provide a lim4ted amount of health care. This type of information tends to be
easily obtained at the central ministry of health.

2= Custom or Comi_nLaw Status

Not all laws are enforced all the time nor are they enforced equally. Quite
often these will be a generally accepted understanding among authorities and
between 'authorities and practitioners about what can and cannotbedoee
withsut legal interventions. In many countries where private practices are
illegal, they have been permitted to develop without tremendous
interference. In some cases they have actually been encouraged to try to meet
some Of the demands on the public Hubsector. Where legislation has been
passed against indigenous. practitioners, it does not appear to have succeeded
in causing them to cease practice as long as there is popular demand for their
services. An understanding of the reasons for lack of enforcement should be-
understood. It could require some insight into the interplay between
political, economici And sociocultural variables. o

Relations-between the Private and Public Practitioners of Western
Scientific Medicine-and Indi nous Practitionerg-

1. Functional Description
11.

A functional description of the relations between the practitioners could be
of great utility. It may be quite common for the practitioners of Western
scientific medicine to denounce and deride the indigenous practitioners or to
utilize them in one form or another. The relations could be as follows:

No Relationship--This could often be the case where the established-
Western scientific,practitioners would not acknowledge the existence
of any practitioners. However, the indigenousjiubsectot almost
always would haveto acknowledge the practitioners of the other
subsector. This situation would probably be the case in:dountries
WNW-Fe-MU ge u ecto
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Formal or:Informal Relationship--The practitioners of one subsector
could, refer clients to the other, exchange information, and
occasionally share resources. This situation would'probably be
the case in countries, where the indigenous subbector is more formal.

2111mAeA4Li1212e!

Social:institutions are never static either within themselves or between
themselves. Health care institutions'are no exception. It should not be
uncommon at all to discover alterations or shifts in the dynamics of relations
between and among public and private practitioners of Western scientific
medicine and the various indigenous practitioners. In attempting to remove
the-vestiges-of A-Ceionialist'or imperialist past, nationalist or political
movements could frequently influence health care institutions. In some cases,the dynamics of change could be manifested by increasing the legal and social::
status of the indigenous practitioners

and, hence, increasing their responsi-
bilities in some proportion of those of the public-and private practitioners.

1. Rel
ter7E-41=1!n5Lty:L enLP

There should be some attempt to discover the importance that clients
attached to each of the subsectors available to them. As stated previouslY,
there could be patterns of multiple utilizations. The assessor should
relate the dynamics of utilization patterns from the perspective of the
client. Some outstanding variables could be::,

Ethnicity Ethnic Identity

.Ethnic group identity could deny the availability of''one-form of health
care to a particular pers

-Similarly, the eme. rgence of this identitv
could make particular t- f indigenous practices morempliealing.,

.

Personal ExanLEZs

Previous eXperience with one subsector or the other could influence
a client's choice. If administrative difficulties are encountered in

:gaining admission to a hospital,- a client may not be favorably inclined
towards utilizing that alternative in the future even though other
variables would indicate. such predisposition.

Constituent Interest Private Providers

In addition to private practitioner of Western medicine, the private
subsector could include but not be,limited to health services offered
by religious, benevolent, charitable, voluntary, philanthrop-organiza-
tions,' political parties or movements, labor unions, and national and
multinational corporations. There could be some correlation between
the goals of the providers and the constituency served. The type of.
information gathered in the previoui steps for assessing the privAte
and the indigenous providers could likewise be applied for the special
interest private providers.



CRAFT V. 5I CONCLUSIONS

This manual has described the basis for including both indigenous and p- vete
practitioners in a health sector assessment, including the nature and
importance of culture-specific beliefs about health and - illness and the
shorpsge of Western medical services, especially in rural and poor areas of
developing countries. Methods for assessing the importance, the presence and
the acitivities of both indigenous and Western-oriented private practitioners
were also presented, as were methods Loy assessing the use of:health providers
and the health belief-systems of-the population -at- large.

There is little doubt that private practitioners, .and particularly, indigenous
practitioners must be incorporated into the network of health care providers
if there is to be any hope at all of providing the rudiments of health
services to all by the year 2,000, a major goal of United Nations and other
international agencies ABannerman 1977,_Kleinman 1978).___Without_the_help of_
sue practitioners, many individuals and many regions will remain
inaccessible. Tt is hoped that this manual will contribute to the effort to

.incorpdrate private Western-oriented and indigenous:practitioners into the
health networks of developing nations.
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